All relevant data are within the paper.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

A significant manifestation of cardiovascular disease involves a regional dilation of the aorta termed an aortic aneurysm (AA) \[[@pone.0192032.ref001]--[@pone.0192032.ref016]\]. Diagnosed using ultrasonography, computed tomography, or magnetic resonance imaging, a segment of the aorta that is found to be greater than 50% larger than that of a healthy individual of the same sex and age is considered aneurysmal \[[@pone.0192032.ref017]\]. AA can arise in either the thoracic or abdominal sections, with current estimates that over a quarter-million new cases of AA occur each year in the United States alone. Thus, several million patients carry the diagnosis of AA, and unfortunately a significant portion of these patients will either die from rupture or morbidity arising from complex surgical/endovascular repairs.

While stimuli for AA genesis and progression can be diverse, wall rupture is ultimately a mechanical failure that occurs when intramural stresses exceed wall strength \[[@pone.0192032.ref018],[@pone.0192032.ref019]\]. Intramural stresses generally increase with aneurysm growth and inherently depend on the applied loads, the geometry and location of the AA, and the mechanical properties of the aortic wall. Despite the multiple determinants of wall stress, a set-point point of 5.0--5.5 cm in diameter is the typical threshold for surgical intervention \[[@pone.0192032.ref005],[@pone.0192032.ref014]\]. Endovascular or surgical repair of AA is not without significant costs and complications \[[@pone.0192032.ref001],[@pone.0192032.ref003],[@pone.0192032.ref006],[@pone.0192032.ref014]--[@pone.0192032.ref016]\]. Therefore, any advancement in terms of assessing the risk of AA rupture would be of high clinical significance.

Computational modeling utilizing finite element analysis (FEA) is a well-established approach to predict wall stresses in the context of AA. Previous studies have shown that, in addition to maximum AA diameter, centerline tortuosity is a deterministic parameter in AA rupture risk \[[@pone.0192032.ref020],[@pone.0192032.ref021]\]. Other studies have also suggested that indices of AA surface curvature and wall thickness impact rupture risk \[[@pone.0192032.ref022]\], primarily via correlation of rupture location with geometrical features of the AA \[[@pone.0192032.ref023]\]. The results of any FEA-based study are highly dependent on the employed material models and distinct domains in which wall stress is computed. A previous study that assessed ruptured and non-ruptured AA via computed values of the peak wall stress (PWS) demonstrated that incorporation of various levels of geometric complexity derived from [computed tomography](http://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/x-ray-computed-tomography) data could significantly impact obtained results \[[@pone.0192032.ref024]\]. Thus, if the modeling objective is to generate a patient-specific prediction of wall mechanics in the context of AA, it is likely that high-fidelity geometries and accurate material models would be required.

As opposed to generating patient-specific predictions of AA wall mechanics, the purpose of this study is to compare the isolated and synergistic effects of general geometric and mechanical properties on AA rupture potential in idealized scenarios. Although both contribute significantly to the wall stresses experienced by the AA under physiological loading, only the former is regularly considered in risk analysis with most interventional criteria focused on aneurysmal sac diameter measurements alone. We systematically explore certain geometrical characteristics descriptive of AA (i.e., location within the parent vessel, axial/circumferential extent, thickness, and tortuosity) which may significantly increase mural stress levels and thereby warrant an elevated risk status for the patient. While noninvasive measurement of AA mechanical properties is admittedly limited, we utilize established constitutive models and prior studies to provide reasonable estimates of baseline mechanical properties. Thus we explore the potential for the use of representative mechanical properties, in combination with diverse but accessible measurements of AA geometric properties, as a basis for risk evaluation \[[@pone.0192032.ref025]--[@pone.0192032.ref027]\].

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Overview {#sec003}
--------

A series of finite-element based computational models of human abdominal aorta that are based on classic continuum mechanics were developed to quantify the wall stress field in the context of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) under normotensive conditions. The premise of our study is that while the deformed outer diameter of AAA is the clinical standard for estimating rupture risk, other AAA characteristics may be useful in predicting local elevations in wall stress. Computational parametric studies were designed to isolate the dependence of wall stress on aneurysm geometry/location and tissue mechanical properties; the interactive effects of select characteristics on wall stress were also analyzed. Two response variables were extracted from each simulation, namely the average and peak Von Mises stress within the aneurysmal region.

Referent normal aortic geometry {#sec004}
-------------------------------

The constructed geometry of the abdominal aorta and the aortic bifurcation were based on previous anatomical examinations \[[@pone.0192032.ref028]\]. Three-dimensional (3-D) geometrical models of the aorta (with and without AAA) were generated using CATIA V5R21 CAD software. All models entail a symmetric aorta-iliac bifurcation and common iliac arteries. The referent normal aortic geometry has dimensions: length (L) of 120 mm; outer diameter (D) of 20 mm; uniform wall thickness (t) of 2 mm ([Fig 1A and 1B](#pone.0192032.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The proximal diameter of the iliac arteries is 13 mm and gradually decreases to 10.3 mm over the considered length of these vessels (42 mm). The take-off angle of the iliac arteries at the bifurcation (α) and the angle between the aortic centerline and the plane formed by both iliac arteries (β), are 20° and 15°, respectively. The radii of curvature at the aorta-iliac junction is 50 mm on both sides.

![Referent normal aortic and baseline AAA geometries.\
(A) Referent normal aortic geometry in XZ- and YZ-planes; L is the length of abdominal aorta, D is the outer diameter, t is the thickness, R~c~ is the radius of curvature, L~i~ is the length of common iliac arteries, α and β are the take-off angle of the iliac arteries at the bifurcation and the angle between the abdominal aorta centerline and the plane formed by both iliac arteries, respectively. (B) An isometric view of the referent normal aortic geometry. (C) Baseline AAA geometry in XZ- and YZ-planes; L\* is the length of geometrical variations field, CS0-8 are cross-sectional planes formed by dividing field of geometrical variations into eight sections longitudinally. (D) An isometric view of baseline AAA geometry and depiction of geometrical input variables; t is the thickness within the aneurysmal sac, Dia. is the maximum transverse outer diameter of the aneurysmal sac, Cir. depicts the circumferential extent of the aneurysmal sac, Tort. indicates the tortuosity in XZ and YZ-planes, Axi. and Loc. are the axial extent and the longitudinal location of aneurysmal sac, respectively.](pone.0192032.g001){#pone.0192032.g001}

AAA geometric parameters {#sec005}
------------------------

Geometric parameters used to characterize AAAs are defined with reference to cross-sectional planes (CS0 --CS8) spanning the longitudinal section of the aorta as follows: axial and circumferential extent of the AAA region, axial location of the AAA region, maximum transverse outer diameter of AAA region, local wall thickness and centerline tortuosity of the AAA region ([Fig 1C and 1D](#pone.0192032.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The baseline values and examined range for each geometric parameter (described below) were motivated by clinical observations of AAA ([Table 1](#pone.0192032.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0192032.t001

###### Geometric parameter values for the baseline AAA (underlined) and associated parametric studies.

![](pone.0192032.t001){#pone.0192032.t001g}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Axial Extent \[mm\]                               Circumferential Extent \[°\]   Diameter[^†^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}\   Location on Z-axis[^1^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} \[mm\]   Thickness \[mm\]   Tortuosity XZ-plane   Tortuosity YZ-plane
                                                                                   \[mm\]                                                                                                                                                       
  ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ --------------------- ---------------------
  48                                                90                             35                                                [32]{.ul}                                                         0.75               -1.175                -1.175

  [64]{.ul}[^‡^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   180                            40                                                48                                                                1.00               -1.05                 -1.05

  80                                                270                            [45]{.ul}                                         64                                                                1.25               [1.00]{.ul}           [1.00]{.ul}

  96                                                [360]{.ul}                     50                                                                                                                  [1.50]{.ul}        +1.05                 +1.05

                                                                                   55                                                                                                                  1.75               +1.175                +1.175

                                                                                   60                                                                                                                  2.00                                     

                                                                                   65                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                   70                                                                                                                                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

† Maximum transverse diameter

1 Distance from the bottom-most cross-section (CS0) to the midway plane of aneurysmal sac in positive Z-direction

‡ Values underlined are geometrical input parameters defining the baseline AAA

AAA geometry {#sec006}
------------

The longitudinal length of the aorta considered for geometric variation (L\*) is 128 mm and is defined by nine cross-sections (CS0 --CS8) that are parallel to XY-plane ([Fig 1C](#pone.0192032.g001){ref-type="fig"}). To impart geometric variations reflective of AAA and enable parametric computational studies, CS0 --CS8 were systematically manipulated and then closed splines connecting their perimeters were applied to define outer and inner surfaces. For the baseline AAA geometry, outer closed splines on CS1 and CS2 are circles (corresponding to a 360° circumferential extent) with a diameter of 45 mm; wall thickness smoothly decreases from its referent normal value of 2 mm to 1.50 mm on CS1 and CS2. All other CSs remained unchanged with respect to the previously generated referent normal aortic geometry, with exception of CS3, which was left free of constraints to produce a smooth evolution of surfaces. The midway plan of the baseline AAA sac is located 32 mm from CS0 ([Fig 1C and 1D](#pone.0192032.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

For sensitivity analyses, each geometrical parameter was varied in isolation over physiologically-relevant ranges as follows: AAA location via the center of the AAA sac along the Z-axis; wall thickness via the inner splines on CS1 and CS2; maximum AAA diameter via inner and outer splines on CS1 and CS2; tortuosity in XZ- and YZ- planes via the centers of inner and outer circles on CS1 and CS2; axial extent via the number of CS planes included within AAA sac; the circumferential extent of the AAA sac via progressive reduction of the anterior quarter of CS1 and CS2 by 90° ([Fig 2](#pone.0192032.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Circumferential (angular) extent of AAA bulging.\
Top views of a (A) 90° (B) 180°, (C) 270° sweep and (D) 360° sweep on anterior face of aneurysmal sac.](pone.0192032.g002){#pone.0192032.g002}

Mechanical properties of the referent normal aorta {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------

The mechanical properties of aortic tissue were quantified using a previously developed structure-motivated constitutive model, where the strain energy function $\overline{\psi}$ is the sum of an isotropic term ${\overline{\psi}}_{iso}$ and anisotropic term ${\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}$, $$\overline{\psi} = {\overline{\psi}}_{iso}\left( {\overline{I}}_{1} \right) + {\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}\left( {\overline{I}}_{4},{\overline{I}}_{6} \right)$$ and ${\overline{I}}_{1}$, ${\overline{I}}_{4}$, and ${\overline{I}}_{6}$ are invariants of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor \[[@pone.0192032.ref029],[@pone.0192032.ref030]\]. A neo-Hookean material model is used for ${\overline{\psi}}_{iso}$ with the following analytical form, $${\overline{\psi}}_{iso}\left( {\overline{I}}_{1} \right) = \frac{\mu}{2}\left( {{\overline{I}}_{1} - 3} \right)$$ where μ has the dimensions of stress and is the only material parameter \[[@pone.0192032.ref029]\]. ${\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}$ is the sum of two exponential functions that together describe the strain energy stored by two symmetrically-oriented families of collagen fibers, with fiber orientations defined by a helical angle of ±*φ* with respect to the longitudinal vessel axis. ${\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}$ has the following analytical form, $${\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}\left( {{\overline{I}}_{4},{\overline{I}}_{6}} \right) = \frac{k_{1}}{2k_{2}}{\sum_{i = 4,6}\left\{ {{{\exp\lbrack}k_{2}\left( {\overline{I}}_{i} - 1 \right)}^{2}\rbrack - 1} \right\}}$$ where the invariants ${\overline{I}}_{4}$ and ${\overline{I}}_{6}$ each relate to one of the two fiber families. Moreover, *k*~*1*~ \> 0 is a material parameter with units of stress and *k*~*2*~ \> 0 is dimensionless \[[@pone.0192032.ref029]\]. The referent normal values for all material parameters ([Table 2](#pone.0192032.t002){ref-type="table"}) are based on previous ex-vivo mechanical studies of aortic tissue \[[@pone.0192032.ref031]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0192032.t002

###### Mechanical properties for referent normal aortic tissue.

![](pone.0192032.t002){#pone.0192032.t002g}

  μ \[MPa\]   k~1~ \[MPa\]   k~2~    φ \[°\]
  ----------- -------------- ------- ---------
  0.007       2.87           17.26   36.0

Mechanical properties of aneurysmal tissue {#sec008}
------------------------------------------

Within the constitutive framework provided by (Eqs [1](#pone.0192032.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[3](#pone.0192032.e012){ref-type="disp-formula"}), Pierce et al. estimated material parameters for eight human AAA samples \[[@pone.0192032.ref032]\]. The fitted values for all material parameters informed our specification of baseline AAA as well as the examined ranges in parametric studies ([Table 3](#pone.0192032.t003){ref-type="table"}). In all AAA simulations, collagen fiber angle *φ* was fixed at 45°and no fiber dispersion factor was applied.

10.1371/journal.pone.0192032.t003

###### Mechanical property values for the baseline AAA (underlined) and associated parametric studies.

![](pone.0192032.t003){#pone.0192032.t003g}

  μ \[MPa\]                                            k~1~ \[MPa\]   k~2~           φ \[°\]
  ---------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------
  0.001                                                1.00           0.001          45.0 [\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  0.004                                                1.50           1              
  0.009                                                2.00           30             
  [0.013]{.ul}[^†^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   [2.74]{.ul}    70             
  0.017                                                6.00           [119.6]{.ul}   
  0.040                                                15.00          350            
  0.085                                                50.00          500            
  0.100                                                                              

\* Fiber angle of 45.0° was applied to all aneurysmal models

† Values underlined are material input parameters defining the baseline AAA case

Meshing, boundary conditions and solving {#sec009}
----------------------------------------

Generated 3-D geometries were meshed using Altair HyperMesh v12.0 software package via first order hybrid tetrahedral elements. Tetrahedral elements were selected for meshing to avoid elemental collapse in model geometries with high curvature regions \[[@pone.0192032.ref033],[@pone.0192032.ref034]\]. Mesh independency studies were performed on both the referent normal and baseline AAA geometries, wherein simulation results were deemed mesh-independent if additional mesh refinement led to a less than 4% change in both the peak and average von Mises stress. A total of 289,762 tetrahedral elements were required for mesh-independency, which set the minimum meshing threshold for all parametric studies. Boundary conditions were applied to the meshed geometries using a FEBio Software package pre-processor, PreView. A uniform pressure of 120 mmHg (0.016 MPa) was applied to the vessel inner surface via a gradual ramping up from zero pressure. The presented results thus refer to a stationary solution. A complete motion constraint (displacement and rotation) at all vessel initiation/termination surfaces were applied to facilitate solution convergence. All studies were performed with the full Newtonian solver settings in FEBio FEA open-source software \[[@pone.0192032.ref035]\].

Post-processing of computational data {#sec010}
-------------------------------------

The direct output of all simulations (displacement vector field) was transformed using FEBio post-processor, PostView, with computed response variables including peak von Mises wall stress (PWS) and average von Mises wall stress (AWS) within the aneurysmal sac (or analogous location for the referent normal aorta). For calculation of AWS, obtained values were weighted by element size (area-weighted average stress).

Results {#sec011}
=======

Wall stress in the referent normal aorta {#sec012}
----------------------------------------

Colorimetric surface plots (without gradient smoothing, anterior and posterior views) of the von Mises stress in the referent normal aorta reveal a relatively uniform wall stress distribution until the aortic bifurcation, with AWS of 0.013 MPa. A notable elevation in wall stress occurs at the aortic bifurcation, with a PWS of 0.091 MPa. Continuity of the von Mises stress field extending from the model boundaries qualitatively suggests that edge effects are minimized in the referent normal simulation ([Fig 3A](#pone.0192032.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Predicted von Mises wall stress.\
Computed von Mises wall stress distributions for (A) referent normal aorta and (B) baseline AAA simulations.](pone.0192032.g003){#pone.0192032.g003}

Wall stress in AAA {#sec013}
------------------

Analogous surface plots of the von Mises stress field in the baseline AAA show a nonuniform wall stress distribution in comparison to the referent normal aorta. ([Fig 3B](#pone.0192032.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The AWS within the aneurysmal sac is 0.11 MPa, while a PWS of 0.76 MPa occurs near the sac center point. While stress values generally exhibit an order-of-magnitude increase in the baseline AAA as compared to the referent normal aorta, the PWS remains below the assumed ultimate strength (1 MPa) of aortic tissue \[[@pone.0192032.ref036]\] (discussed below).

### Effects of AAA geometry {#sec014}

A series of simulations were performed under isolated variation of geometric parameters with respect to the baseline AAA model. AWS and PWS computed throughout these parametric studies reveal the relative sensitivity of wall mechanics to distinct morphological features ([Fig 4A--4G](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In all parametric sweeps, the percent variability in AWS over the examined range is reduced in comparison to that of PWS.

![Effects of AAA geometrical properties.\
PWS (black) and AWS (grey) are computed over isolated variations of defined AAA geometrical properties, including (A) axial extent, (B) circumferential extent, (C) maximum sac diameter, (D) sac location, (E) wall thickness, (F) tortuosity in XZ plane, and (G) tortuosity in YZ plane. In all cases, hollow square markers indicate the baseline AAA values.](pone.0192032.g004){#pone.0192032.g004}

In terms of AAA axial extent, the largest value (96 mm) induces the greatest stress levels ([Fig 4A](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, decreasing the axial extent with respect to the baseline AAA value (64 mm → 48 mm) also results in an increase in PWS; this is understood as a local consequence of increased sac curvature in proximity to the aortic bifurcation. Variation in AAA circumferential extent, as defined in this study, also has a non-monotonic effect on PWS ([Fig 4B](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, a 270° circumferential extent of the sac causes an approximately 30% increase in PWS as compared to the baseline AAA case (circumferential extent of 360°); this is a consequence of sac asymmetry and the resultant increase in local curvature on the posterior sac surface. For all other examined scenarios, both PWS and AWS exhibit a monotonic response to isolated manipulation of the defined geometric parameters ([Fig 4C--4G](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Among these, the most deterministic parameters are clearly sac diameter ([Fig 4C](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and wall thickness ([Fig 4E](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}), for which maximal percent changes in PWS with respect to baseline AAA are 231% and 457%, respectively ([Table 4](#pone.0192032.t004){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0192032.t004

###### Sensitivity of PWS to geometrical and mechanical parameters characterizing AAA.

![](pone.0192032.t004){#pone.0192032.t004g}

  Parameter                                                         Referent Normal   Baseline AAA   Range of Input Parameter   Percentage Change in PWS[^2^](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
  μ \[MPa\]                                                         0.007             0.013          \[0.001,0.1\]              22.0%
  k~1~ \[MPa\]                                                      2.87              2.74           \[1,50\]                   314%
  k~2~                                                              17.26             119            \[0.001,500\]              156%
  Axial Extent \[mm\]                                               N/A               64             \[48,96\]                  172%
  Circumferential Extent \[°\]                                      N/A               360            \[90,360\]                 88.1%
  Diameter[^†^](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} \[mm\]             20                45             \[35,70\]                  231%
  Location on Z-axis[^1^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} \[mm\]   N/A               32             \[32,64\]                  9.06%
  Thickness \[mm\]                                                  2.0               1.50           \[0.75,2.00\]              457%
  Tortuosity XZ-plane                                               1                 1              \[-1.175,1.175\]           62.1%
  Tortuosity YZ-plane                                               1                 1              \[-1.175,1.175\]           112%

† Maximum transverse diameter

^1^ Distance from the bottom-most cross-section (CS0) to the midway plane of aneurysmal sac in positive Z-direction

^2^ Maximum percentage change over examined range with respect to baseline AAA value

### Effects of AAA mechanical properties {#sec015}

A second series of parametric studies entails isolated manipulations of the AAA mechanical properties with respect to the baseline AAA model. ([Fig 5A--5C](#pone.0192032.g005){ref-type="fig"}). As with geometrically-focused parametric sweeps, the percent variability in AWS over the examined range is reduced in comparison to that of PWS. PWS was notably more sensitive to mechanical properties associated with the anisotropic (as opposed to isotropic) component of the strain energy function (${\overline{\psi}}_{aniso}$), with *k*~*1*~ and *k*~*2*~ inducing a maximal percent changes in PWS with respect to baseline AAA of 314% and 156%, respectively ([Table 4](#pone.0192032.t004){ref-type="table"}).

![Effects of AAA mechanical properties.\
PWS (black) and AWS (grey) are computed over isolated variations of defined AAA mechanical properties, including (A) μ, (B) k~1~, and (C) k~2~. In all cases, hollow square markers indicate the baseline AAA values.](pone.0192032.g005){#pone.0192032.g005}

### Interactive effects of AAA properties {#sec016}

A third series of parametric studies examines the relative change in sensitivity of PWS to select AAA geometrical and mechanical properties with progressively increasing sac diameter ([Fig 6](#pone.0192032.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of wall thickness, a 50% reduction (2 mm → 1 mm) leads to an increase in PWS that is approximately 1 MPa when the sac diameter is 35 mm, and 2 MPa when the sac diameter is 70 mm ([Fig 6A](#pone.0192032.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Comparatively, a 50% increase in AAA axial extent (64 mm → 96 mm) leads to an increase in PWS that is less than 0.02 MPa when the sac diameter is 35 mm, but over 2 MPa when the sac diameter is 70 mm ([Fig 6B](#pone.0192032.g006){ref-type="fig"}). An even more significant interactive effect occurs when diameter changes in tandem with AAA mechanical properties. When computed over the examined range of material parameter *K*~*1*~, the change in PWS is approximately 1.5 MPa at a sac diameter of 35 mm but increased to nearly 6 MPa at a sac diameter of 70 mm ([Fig 6C](#pone.0192032.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Interactive effects.\
PWS as a function of sac diameter and prescribed levels of (A) wall thickness, (B) axial extent, and (C) K~1~. The size of bars containing data points at a given diameter reflect the sensitivity of PWS to each parameter.](pone.0192032.g006){#pone.0192032.g006}

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

The aim of this study is to apply finite element-based computational modeling to gain insight on the relative degree to which geometrical and mechanical properties of AAA determine the AWS and PWS within the aneurysmal sac. Potential interactive effects between select properties are also analyzed. Due to the inherent geometrical complexity, computational results pertaining to AAA wall mechanics are often transformed into scalar fields of von Mises stress and/or maximum principal stress to facilitate evaluation of the stress state \[[@pone.0192032.ref037]\]. In a similar computational model by Raghavan et al., the PWS computed for a referent normal aorta (diameter = 20 mm) was 0.12 MPa, which is close to our obtained value (0.091 MPa) \[[@pone.0192032.ref025]\]. As a benchmark for our baseline AAA model, we compared our results to findings by Roy et al. in which a model with similar geometry/properties exhibited a PWS of 0.76 MPa \[[@pone.0192032.ref038]\]. In the same study, they also considered patient-specific geometries and found a maximum principal stress of 0.79 MPa in a mid-sized AAA \[[@pone.0192032.ref038]\]. The reported values for PWS in these representative AAA scenarios are close to our findings in the baseline AAA model (PWS of 0.76 MPa). Finally, Rodriguez et al. developed a representative AAA model and computed a maximum principal wall stress of 0.79 MPa, which is close in value to the PWS obtain by us and others.

Aneurysmal sac rupture theoretically occurs when peak wall stress exceeds the ultimate strength of the vascular tissue. In line with this notion, it is not surprising that wall stress can predict sac rupture better maximum diameter \[[@pone.0192032.ref039],[@pone.0192032.ref040]\]. To facilitate the quantification of rupture risk, numerous studies have sought to identify the ultimate tissue strength in AAA, wherein Giannoglu (2006) reported a median value of 1.23 MPa and Vande Geest et al. predicted values ranging from 0.54 MPa to 1.43 MPa \[[@pone.0192032.ref021],[@pone.0192032.ref041]\]. Similarly, others suggest failure stresses on the order of 1MPa \[[@pone.0192032.ref036],[@pone.0192032.ref042]\]. For the purposes of subsequent discussion, we consider the ultimate strength of the AAA wall to be 1 MPa.

Obtained results confirm that wall stress is highly sensitive to sac diameter ([Fig 3C](#pone.0192032.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#pone.0192032.t004){ref-type="table"}), thereby supporting the established clinical approach of monitoring maximal sac diameter and its expansion rate for estimation of rupture risk. Our model predicts that as sac diameter reaches the standard clinical threshold for surgical intervention (5.0--5.5 cm), PWS is near/above the assumed ultimate strength of aortic tissue (1MPa). Moreover, increasing diameter above this threshold leads to a dramatic increase in PWS, supporting the need for immediate surgical intervention to prevent rupture.

Although many previous computational studies use uniform wall thickness to predict AAA mechanics \[[@pone.0192032.ref020],[@pone.0192032.ref037],[@pone.0192032.ref039],[@pone.0192032.ref043]--[@pone.0192032.ref046]\], it is intuitively obvious that an isolated reduction in wall thickness will increase PWS within the aneurysmal sac. The choice to maintain a uniform wall thickness close to the baseline value is supported by some previous studies, in which AAA wall thickness was measured to be near its referent normal value \[[@pone.0192032.ref023],[@pone.0192032.ref047]\]. Therefore, our predicted PWS response to varying wall thickness ([Fig 4E](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}) may not be applicable to all instances of AAA; rather, our results provide clinical motivation to monitor wall thickness as a precautionary measure. Indeed, a significant fraction (13%) of AAAs under 5 cm in diameter rupture \[[@pone.0192032.ref048]\], underscoring the need to identify additional risk factors beyond maximal sac diameter/expansion rate. Of the previous studies that did examine AAA wall thickness, Venkatasubramaniam et al. predicted that increasing/decreasing wall thickness by 25% leads to nearly a 20% decrease/increase in PWS, respectively \[[@pone.0192032.ref037]\]. In a multivariate study, Celi et al. (2010) showed that an AAA characterized by a relatively larger diameter and uniform thickness would exhibit reduced PWS compared to an AAA with a smaller diameter and reduced wall thickness \[[@pone.0192032.ref049]\]. In our study, PWS was the most sensitive to wall thickness within the explored parameter space, supporting its consideration as a key factor in clinical risk assessment.

Previous studies have demonstrated that as the axial extent of the AAA increases, PWS also increases \[[@pone.0192032.ref022],[@pone.0192032.ref043]\]. While our results are in line with this expectation for axial extents exceeding the baseline AAA value (above 64mm), we also predict an increase in PWS at exceedingly low levels (48 mm). We speculate that this latter effect is a consequence on enhanced surface curvature in the distal portion of the AAA combined with the proximity to the aortic bifurcation. Indeed, Venkatasubramaniam et al. concluded that overall shape and sac asymmetry are significant determinants of AAA wall stress \[[@pone.0192032.ref037]\]. Other studies have developed various methods to interrelate sac asymmetry to wall stress levels, and in all cases concluded a positive correlation between the two \[[@pone.0192032.ref043],[@pone.0192032.ref050]--[@pone.0192032.ref052]\].

AAA asymmetry can be magnified by increased tortuosity, which is a recognized geometric determinant of not only wall stress but also intra-aneurysmal flow patterns and resultant flow-induced shear stresses \[[@pone.0192032.ref020],[@pone.0192032.ref021],[@pone.0192032.ref043],[@pone.0192032.ref053]--[@pone.0192032.ref058]\]. In our parametric sweeps, the applied tortuosity variation in either the XZ or YZ planes was modest in comparison to these and other previous studies due to the increased complexity of surface assignment. Nevertheless, PWS exceeding the tissue ultimate strength was observed within our examined range ([Fig 4F and 4G](#pone.0192032.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Although not realized in this study, we expect that additional increase of AAA tortuosity would lead to even greater PWS values.

Despite containing parametric sweeps focused on AAA mechanical properties within reported ranges for AAA tissue, it is important to note that isolated property manipulation in this sense may create a scenario (set of mechanical properties) that is not reflective of aneurysmal (or referent normal) tissue. Nevertheless, computed changes in AWS and PWS compared to those observed with geometric sweeps enable qualitative speculation on the relative impact of geometrical versus mechanical properties on AAA mechanics. Based on the notable percent change in PWS (314%) predicted for variation of *k*~*1*~, we conclude that material and geometrical properties are potentially equally deterministic of PWS.

Study limitations {#sec018}
-----------------

The conclusions drawn in this study should be considered along with some study limitations. Firstly, all simulations were performed under normotensive conditions, although some AAA patients often also present hypertension. Clearly the application of higher values of pressure in our model (to simulate a hypertensive state) would result in different (higher) peak wall stress \[[@pone.0192032.ref059]\]. However, we specifically want to draw attention to cases where clinically-determined geometric parameters, most notably the maximal AAA diameter, are beneath established thresholds for intervention but wall stress is elevated beyond a critical limit. We believe this analysis is more relevant under normotensive conditions where the impetus for surgical intervention is nominally lower, motivating our selection of the applied pressure boundary condition. Secondly, our simulations were carried out in the framework of classical continuum solid mechanics, and therefore ignore the potential for flow-induced shear stress on the inner vessel surface to impact AAA rupture risk, as pursued in previous studies \[[@pone.0192032.ref020],[@pone.0192032.ref022],[@pone.0192032.ref023],[@pone.0192032.ref038],[@pone.0192032.ref043],[@pone.0192032.ref060]\]. Thirdly, the ultimate strength of vascular tissue is patient-specific and would vary with age and disease states, wherein our analyses assumed a single, representative ultimate strength of 1MPa based on the range of values found in the literature \[[@pone.0192032.ref036]\]. Finally, the ranges of geometries and material properties explored in our study are based on idealized scenarios rather than patient-specific characteristics, which limits the translational significance of our findings. However, rather than evaluating actual clinical scenarios, the aim of this study is to identify general (idealized) determinants of PWS that can be introduced into risk evaluation irrespective of patient-to-patient differences.

Conclusion {#sec019}
==========

The predicted interactive effects of sac diameter with thickness, axial extent, and material properties accentuate the need for integration of additional risk factors into clinical decision making in the context of AAA. Even with the few potential interactions considered in this study, it is evident that PWS values above the ultimate tissue strength are readily attainable in the sub-critical diameter range (\< 5.0 cm). Taken together, our findings encourage an expansion of AAA parameters considered for clinical risk assessment and decision making, and demonstrate the potential for computational modeling to further elucidate key factors governing AAA mechanics.
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